Queetions and Examples
One special use of these cries is for military
purposes. F'ire / is the order for a gun to go off
with a loud noise and smoke. Attention t is tb;e
order to take a stiff position and get ready
- for
another order. Eyes-front t Righl turn I Left
uheel /-and so on. Make a selection of words
which might be of use for giving orders in a school
(Attention

!

Quich

t

Come here

I

Boohs shut

II

!

Quiet, pleose t)

When you are surprised, or overcome by
strong feelings, do you make noises which would
be clear to everyone in any country ? Do you

say:Oh! Aht Pooht Baht Shssht?
Make these examples into short cries :
I haue a desire.for a porter for thebags (Porter !\

That uas a cruel act (Shame !\
That is a aery good, thing (Good !)
At this point, most learners will probably have
a good working knowledge of the 850 words and

their

senses,

for the

purposes

of Part II.

On

page 9 there was a list of the first 100 names of
things for general use. Ilere is a suggestion for
the last 100 :ad,dition, adiustment, agreement, clrnusernent,
appa,ratus, approual, argwment, art, attraction,
authority

, base, brass, ca,tJse , committee,

comparison,

cond'it'ion, connect'ion, control, cred'it, crime,
current, debt, decision degree, deaelopment, digestion, d,iscouery, discussion, disease, d,isgust,

Generally,

WORD.ORDER

it is a good thing to put every

word into some form of statement when
you have its sound and its sense clear.
It is much less hard to get a story into the
memory than a list of words ; and in a
story such as the one about the little girl

and the rat, or any of the examples in
Basic English books, you will have all
the words in the right places, even if at
first you are not quite certain about some
of the details. This is very important
because even though you may be quite
clear about the sense of the words and how

they

if you do not put them
in the right order, your state-

a^re used,

distance, distribution, education, effect, emor, euent,

together

fiction, flight, goaernment, harmony,

ments may be taken in the wrong way by
all your friends. For example, if you say
" It&t)e I an i.del, " in place of " f haae aw
iilea " , it witl seem as if you are uncertain
about the condition of your mind, when in
fact your purpose was to say that something of value was going on inside it.

existence, expansion, experience, erpert, fact,

humour, impwlse, increase, !,ytdystry

,

h'istory,

instrument,

insurance, inaention, leuel, limit, rna,nager, rnzess,
metal,, nation, qbseruat'ion, offer, opinion, organization, position, power, proaess, produce, froftt,
property, prose, protest, purpose, ra,nge, rate,
reaction, regret, representat'iue, respect, rhythm,
science, select'ion, sefr, shame, shoch, society,
structwre, su,bstance, suggestion, support, system,
tAr, tendency, test, theory, transport, unit, ualue,
aessetr, weight, wine,
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1.

Statements
Take a simple statement, such as you
mlght have made when you got to page 43,

I

utill, giae simple rwl,es to the boys now.

So long as you make no change in the
order of the words, you may put any of the
600 names of things in the place of rules

(which witl make 600 different statements), and any of the 150 ' adjectives ' in
the place of. simple. This gives you 90,000
possible statements; though, naturally, not
all of them will make equally good sense.
Other simple changes in this one example

(bV taking words from the Basic list
which you are now quite certain might go
into the places of I, uill,, giae, to, the, boys
and now) will quickly give you more different statements than it would be possible to
make by going through them for 1,000,000
years without a stop.l
This would not be very interesting, but

there

is certainly enough in that

example

one

to give anyone something to do

for an hour or two on a wet

day. But till

I This 1,000,000 is not a printer's error. Get
the numbers yourself. It takes one second, at
least, to make the statement ; and 60 x 6O x 24
x 365 x I,000,000 is much less than 1205 x 2 x 16

we have some more rules, so that there is a

chance of making use of other forms of
words than those given in the First Step,
we are limited to a small number of fixed
statements ; and we have no way of puttirg

these statements together into longer
with connections between them such

ones,

as are necessary for

discussion and

argument.
So let us take a look at the sort of complex statement which it will be possible
to make when we get to the end of the
division on Word-order, and have a little'
more knowledge about word-forms and
the expansions of the simple senses of the

words themselves.
This process is not unlike the behaviour
of readers who go to the last page of a story
to see if it has a happy end. But in
learning a language there a^re no surprises
to be kept secret, and the only reason for
not starting at the end is that it is not so
simple. fn fact, there are some teachers
who do put boys into deep water before
their first swim ; but if they are not very

The Word Wheel (p. 179) is designed to make
some of these possible changes more interesting.

it is unnecessarily cruel, and.
a feeling of disgust may be produced by
the shock. This book is designed to get
the best out of their system by having a
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good teachers,

quick look at the middle, after a good start
has been made on a solid base. So it is
more like going to the top of a mountain
for a wide view of the land before us ; and

then we see in the distance

The
atternflt

c6wnera-rn6ln,

:-

uho made 6tn

to take a. moaing picture of

the society uornen, before they got
their hats off , did not get off the ship
till he wes questioned by the police.
There are eight separate points here
about which we have so far had no rules.

l.

' Camera-man ', ' society women '
(the use of two names of things

together, page 54).

{

2, 'Who' (pag. 63).
3. ' Before',' till ', (as connections for

ii'

tfi

i
t,

I

I
{

two statements, page 6l).
before and after the
thing, page 102).
' Movirg ', ' questioned ' (the addition of ing ' and ' ed ', page B2).
' Made ', ' got ', ' did ' (: rnake,
get, do, in past time, page 73).
' Their ' (: of them, page 76).
'Police' (international word, page

4. ' Off' (placed
5.
6.
V.
8.

Queetlonc and Examples
Make changes i_n th_e statement, f wiil giue good
tulos to you nou), by the addition of othel wdrds.
(No, I will not giae).

When one of the statements formed bv
clrirnging a word like good, to electric does odt
the question :
!!tkg sense, it is interesting to put
Would this ever be possible ? -Care is ieeded in
ggltltng to a decision. For example, in the year
l7il2, it would not have made sedse to say, i will
give an electric bell to the seruant now. - it you
h*d been living then you might have said that
i t would not ever be possible. Make some simple statements like the example
yog ha-ve been given. I{ere are some suggestiois :
I tahe a sweet gahg frgm the shelf qi{etly.
!_giae soup to the

famity regularljt.'

fhe rnan will, fut a
tomorrout.

Put these words in the right order

lir9d

dogs after rats do go not.

on the housc
:

Of Basic English a good opi,nion haue
Slowly d,o we will the work-.

I.

It would be a good test of the learner,s
knowlegge of the system at this point to make
certain how the numbers given in fhe footnote on
p, 50 were worked out. - For example, 1205 :
general names + 200 picturibtes + 596
109
' plurals ' (there is no change bf form Lor 'news,
trousers, sc,issors, sheep) * I.-he, you, tila, they,
this, that, these, those ;2': wil,l and.-may.
Lihe is a comparison word, pointing from one
t\it g to anothei, so the namobf the lfring with
which the comparison is made is quite naiurally
placed after thb ' adjective ' : an instrument liia
a plough.

169).

The first four of these come into the
account of Word-order; the others are
later details.
52

new- roof-
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2.

Compfign words
u

We have seen how an adjective ' comes
before the name of a thing and says what
sort of a thing it is. In the same Waf,
you may put the name of one thing before
the name of another, and so get a new
name for a new thing.
The word coming first, says something

about the word which comes after it.
but
a coal,-house is a place where coal is kept.
It will be quite simple to get the sense of
other complex words with this example as
a guide.
Rule. Complex words are formed by
putting together two names of things.

House-coal is coal for use in the house,

ilIt
ll

lf
I
t

Word-order and word-fortn, are two which
being used in this book.
Anaccount-booft is a book in which money
eccounts are kept, and the sense of. musicbook and story-book wiil be equally clear.
So we get a milkman, who comes with
the milk ; a postman, who comes wjth the
a^re

h

the two parts are not kept,sepa^rate (bedroom, newspaper, raincoat, or cbrkscreul.
But if there is any doubt, you may put the
joining mark'-' (the sign of a connection)
between the parts, which is generally done
for simple material things like baby-carriage,
cow-ho$Jse, machine-gutn, or t'icket-box. Even
if the words are only put side by side, you
will not be wrong ; and this is generally
done where more than two words are put
together, as in motion pictwre hoorse.
You may go on to say motion picture house
firc, or put an ' adjective ' in front of the
complete new word, as in sudden motion
fictwre house fire, or good, cheap motion
picture house fir e-apparAtocs.
This is an uncommonly fertile field for
new ideas in language-making ; the ogly
limit being what the public is ready for.
In addition to these simple examplesi
there a^re certain words which are formed
of two Basic parts-not necessarily narnes

of things-but have now got

fured

post, (international p. 169) ; a dustman,
who takes the dust away in his cart ; or a
ca,tnera,tnan, who makes his linittg by
taking pictures.
In writing, where the new word is very
conrmon and comes naturally to the tonguo,

changed ; so they have not been listed as
new words among the 850.
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senses or special uses (like into , on pag e 32) .

Though the sense is different from what

would be the normal suggestion of the
parts, the sounds are generally not

Here are some which are used very fre-

quently, and which might give trouble:AwaY (==+ some distance). Go a,way.
Become (:come to be). Boys becam,e m&n.

(: boards or shelves, for cups
and other things, with a door). The

CuPboard

glasses

(:

fnoemc

and spoons are

in the cupboard,.

amount of money coming in

every year) . Incornes go doun after
& wa,r.

Inside

(: in, on the in-side).

He is in-

side the room.
Outcom,e

(:what comes out) . Death is tIre

outcome of tpar.

Outside

(:

the outer part, not

itt).

Come

outs,i,de the door.

(: this day ; formed like tomorrow).
They wil,l go to-day.
Ufright (: straight up) . The stick is
upright.
Without (- not with, not having). He is

To-day

Questtons and Examples

In the last ten years a he-mon an.d a Ycs+nan
have come into use in some circles. Is the sense
of these clear to you

?

,

Fire-apparatus is used to put out a fire by
firemcn See what other words come naturally
before or after fire (fire d,ust, coal fire and so on).
Do the same with face (face-cloth, face-powder
and so on).
There are two or more possible senses for some

common complex words. Which of the two
of snowrna,n would seem most natural to
boys playing in the snow ?
Why are glass flowers different from flower
senses

glasses

?

(Because

you see with an

eye-glass,

but not with a gloss eye).

What words would you put together to give
the sense of : ' doctof ', ' pavement', 'perambulator ', ' calligraphy ', ' sailor ', ' journal ' ?

(Medicol man, sid,e-walh, baby-carriage, haniluniting, searna,n, newspaperl.
What in your opinion would be the sense of
these : anybody, copyright, downfoll, footnote,

good-loohing, howeaei, mother-in-law, outlet, outline , outl'ooh , ouercotne, undergo, undortahe ,
uphcep

?

without a raincoat.
When we have to make'it quite clear that an
act was done by (or.to) one person or group and
no_othet, /n!, yout, rfs, and our (the owner-lorms
of f ,.yory, it, and ute, see p. 76) are put with self :
I uill do it myself, you-your'sclf say. Thereis
only- one lf 1 in ifsetrj, and aboui hi and they we
say himsclf (female form hersclf), and themsilues.

(\
Put two words together to give this picture
nlmo.
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3. Joining Words
All the statements we have made so far
are sirnple, separate statements, with no
expansions or ornaments.
When simple statements come one after
the other the effect is like that of a number
of jumps. It is much the same as putting

the names of things together and letting
the other person make the connection
between your ideasF ly
atfl o i s on-d a%ger .
-m,
The connection is clear when you are in a
meat store ; and someone may put a cover
on the meat. At a meal, the effect might
be to send someone running for medical
,htlp. In a Science buildirrg, where there
fnay be flies of great value, someone might
gile help to the fly.
If you s&y, A fly 0s o/t, the meat. Poison
is on thefl,y. Take ca,re of that dog /-you
are doing the same thing with statements ;
and a number of different sorts of joining
words (' conjunctions ') are necessary to
get over the jumping effect.
And and or ate used to make the same
sort of connections between statements as
e

l
{

I
I

t

(

I'
I

t

between words

:

I will co?ne and you will, go. I
the mone!, or

may get

it may go to the Goaernrnent.

But give$ a diflbrent sort of connection,

with a sense like ' on the other

side

'

or

' on the other hand'.
He is haffy, but you are sAd,.
Eaeryone is haffy, but you are sad.
Because the words which go with but
are frequently dropped, but may seem to
be used between words as it is between
statements.

Eueryone is haf/y but you (rr. not).
In statements such as :
They sny that the dog is dead,
the two parts, The ilog is dcadand They say
that, are clear enough.
That, in addition to its other uses (p. 43),
is the joining word for all sorts of statements about saytngs, opinions, and so on,
where there is a connection between the
first part and what comes after. The
connection is generally clear. We say :
The opinian of the own er

The dog

is-the drg is dead.

is dead-that is the opinion of

the owner.

The opinion of the owner is that*'

is dead'.
The opinion of the owner is that

the

dog

the itog

is dead.
The only trouble is \4'ith past time, where

the is becomes wa,s:
The opinior! of the owner ua,s that the dog

:

!i,

.

ff',t'
dead. But till it is quite clear, from
examples, how the change is mad.e, you
may keep the statement in the form, The

wa,s

I

takes the place of the name of a thing or
person.

I will go beforc the boys.
I will go before the boys get ready.
I wiII go before yoot.
I will go before you a.re ready.
I will go before you cotne.

opiniorr of th,e ouner u)as,' the dog is dead ',

by giving the words of the person talking.
There are five other words which are
specially used for joining statements:
BecAuse,

if,

thowgh, uhile.

Because:fot this cause or reason.
I will, go because he is there.
If:on this condition, chance, or theory
(itt doubt).l
He rnay be there ; and if he is thero, I
wiII go.
He rnay not be there; but if he is there,
I will' go.
I uiII go if he is there.
Thowgh-even if (it is true that).
The road ts uet, though there u){t,s
no rain.
While-in the same stietch of time.
I will go uhile he is there.
Before, after, and til,l, are used in the same
sort of way for the purpose of joining two

He is sail aftcr they

:

Hc 'is haffy tiII they go.
Another group of joining words is made
up of uthen, uhere, and *hy, which are

used in addition
(see p. 69).

for putting

He uiII say uhy he is angry.

'in that way '
frequently does the work of a ' conjunction ':
I wil,l cwtc; so you rna,y go.

it

Because so has the sense

If has come to be used in a general way

where there is a doubt or question about something : They are not certain if hc is there, but they
ulill sae if there i,s an a,nsu)er.

60

questions

I uill go uhen he is there.
f see where the ship is.

statements ; the dependent staternent then
t

go.

6l

QuesdonE and Examples
Wo were able to make the uso of that as a
'conjunction' clearer by putting the four stages
of its development sido by side. The same may
be done for the two uses of, if :
l. I will go, if the parcelis thera (on that condition
f am not certain that the parcel will
-butthere).
be

2. f wiil see the parcel, if it is there (on that
theory-but it may not be there).
8. I uill see if it is there (because I am in doubt).
4, He is not certain if it is there (but he will
see ; he is in doubt).

Do you see the connection between the first
two and the last two ? And are you clear that

they are different ? (No sort of stop is necessary
before tb;e if in the two last. Why ? Because
there is no stop in the sense). In (2), what I will
see is the par"et; in (3), what I wiil.see is ' if the
parcel is there '. And when it is there I see
that (it is thero).
Put He was certain that in front of. They are in
the room if it is true that the door is still shut;
and make the necessary changes for past time.
Put joining words between the parts of :
" Men may come men may Bo, I go on

"

for ever ". FIe will havo heart-trouble

all day,
' Stop l "'

-

he is at work

a medical- man has said,

'3 * there is no doubt

it is foolish to put

a lock on the cupboard
tho loss of ihe
you have no- more silver, the
spoons,
it is a waste
lock-maker will not say
oftime-:-the lock issafely- fixed. (Though,
that, after, when, that, 'till\.

4,

Who and Which

We have now seen how an expansion of
the names of things is possible by the
addition of other names of things, and how

statements about things may be made
longer by the addition of other statements

by side with them or dependent on
them. The use of an ' adjective ' was the

side

first way of saying something more about

a thing ; and some ' adjectives ', such as
automatic, say more than others.

An

autamatic writing-machine would

be a writing-rnachine doing its work
without the help of men. But a ' writingmachine' is itself a machine for putting
signs on paper ; and there is clearly a timit
to the number of complex ideas which it is

possible to put in this ' adjective ' form.
If., for example, the rnachine is ' quick ,,

we get a ' quick, automatic writing-

machine', and then it would be hard to
put in a word like ' electric '. So who and
which may take off some of the weight.

" f have a tall father " *"y

I
"I

have

a

become

is tall.
small, grey hat

haae a father, uho

"

may

become :
I haae a smtall hat, which is grey
62
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:

Who is used for persons ; which is used
for things and animals.
In the same wa1l, who and which may
take the place of. and he or and it.
In complex statements formed with who
and which it is sometimes necess at! r if the
sense is to be clear, to make a change in the

position of the ' adverbs '. For example,
in the statement, I uill go with the man who
rs here now, nou seems to say somethittg
about ' the man '. To give the sense, ' I
will go now ', the ' adverb ' would have to

be placed after

go

; if not, it

would

have no connection with the second part

of the statement.
What is used for ' the thing which ',
as in I see what is wrong.

64

Quegtlons and Examplec

In the statenlent, I will giue gooil,

cl,eor,

short rules to you, take out, one or more of the
' adjectives' with the help of which.
l'wo whiches may be joined by q,nd, Put
which in two places into They haae an old
monkey, and it- ds able to get a loch open wdh
i

a hty.

it

Do you see au ' adjective ' which would make

possible to say Here is some water which is at
l00oC., in 5 words ?
Make the necessary changes in the statement,
This is the cat who was the property of the ,nan

uhich is dedd.
Put who or whic& i,nto the spaces in this story :
There was o story in the newspaper yesterday

is secretary of a hospital for
about a wornan
babies--'is on an-island,. She was at a meetingwas uery important, when there was a, sudden
burst of wind,-was the cause of the trouble. The
rocord,s are still, 'i,n the sea because the only rodswere in the hospital were not long enough to get
thc papers bach.

65

4.

5. IIow, when, where, and why'
We have seen from our simple example
of word-order (p. 41) that the safe rule
for normal ' adverbs ' is to put them at

the end of a statement. But there are
some special' adverbs ' whose sense makes

it necessary for them to be placed differently.

l.

These are

of 5

sorts

:

' Adverbs ' of degree, which come
before the word or group of words

with which they are used-+f

is

I was quite ready ; we a,re
aely haffy. But-/ am well enough.
almost six;

2,

Not (see p. 29), which comes after
' be ' or the ' auxiliary '--I zoas
not happy; he will not come; it uas
not cold.
Joining ' adverbs ', which, like uho
among the ' pronouns ' , are used in
)

3.

making complex statements. These

naturally come between the two
parts of the statement to which they

give the necessary connectionthis fs hou the apparatus is fut
together

;

there is a reason, why he is

take this coat uhen you go.
When the statement is in the
form of a question, the joining
'adverb ' is frequently put fust.
sad ;

'Adverbs' of place which are not
complete in themselves. Sometimes the sense of these is clear, as
in do not go fa, (that is to s&fr ' do
not go far from where you are').
In such examples the ' adverb'
comes at the end in the normal way.
But sometimes some addition is
necessily, and then a group of
words comes after the ' adverb 'London is far from Tokyo; they go
out .into the street; we a,re nea,r to a
tea-roam.

5.

The two ' adverbs ' of time, stil,l' and
er)er. When stil'l is used with bc it
comes after the ' operator'. With

the simple past and present of every
other ' operator ' it comes before it.
But when used with complex forms
of these ' operators ', it comes
between their two parts like notsheis stiil here; I still' have this ; he will

that. Euer is generally used
with not or in questions (see p. 69).
When used with not, it comes after
the not wherever this may be. In
questions it is placed after the person or thing doing the act-/ do not

still, haue

eaer

go ; haae yow eaer been?
67

Questlons and Examplec

How would you put these two gtatements

together with the help of an ' adverb ' :
I haue an interest ii fiction ; theyc is a reason.
It is ti,me ; I will haae a tneal.

Put almost and ncar in, their right places in
the statement : It will be darh when we get to thc
house. Do the same with quitc and enough in:
Wa are haP/y

if

Put stil,l and

we a,re u)Arrn.

ener where they make the best
in the statement :
If I haae lnoney I will ba a friend, to the boy.

sense

Put ener and not into the statement :
You tahe srcgar.
Make it into a statement with stil,l.
Quite may be used in two senses. Vou a,/c
quite right - You ale completely right. The
booh is quite good, : The booh is good but not aery
good.

What is the sense of.: This is quitc the wlong
a,nsu)er

?

Take note of the word order.
far are opposites in sense,

Though ne&r and

they are not quite parallel in form,

because

neal has a use as the name of a direction which
farh;as not. So we say: the table is near the wall,
the ships go near the land,, but : the house is , ar
from the town, the boys will go far up the mountain.
Only, like quite (in its first sense) is used for
underlining a statement, but with the opposite

effect. Quite is used to make it clear that we are
not making an overstatement, only as a sign that
we are not making an understatement. It has
the sense of ' nothing but this '. We say she
has only one dress i I arn not angry : onl,y snd.
fn addition, only has a use as the name of a
quality: he 'i,s her only son, Why is it clear that
only is an ' adjective' in the last example ?

6.

Questions

A simple statement like Sugar is

in the order to .Is sugar sweet ? Do is
used before the ' verb ' forms for present
time, and did for past time
Do you take sugal ?

(see page 74)"

Did you corne here frequentl,y ?
You wil,l' can e becomes WiU you come ?
How, when, uhere, and uhy may be put
in front of any such question, to get an
ansrryer about the way, the place, the time
or the reason of any fact, act, or event.

Why is sugar

sweet ?

Where is th,e station?
When uill, he get the news ?
How do you get there ?
How frequently do you go ?

I(ho is used for

questions about

Persons.

Who is that ?
Who wilt yow give that to

?

What (o, which, when the things are
limited to some special group) is used for
questions about things.
What is that strange thiing ?
What wilt yoa fuut in the box ?
Which epple will, you take

ffi

sweet

may be made into a question by a change

6e

?

*

f lti't:

'

Questions and Exampleo

ll'l

Put in the form of questions
The inh is dry.

:

Vou gia.e.tnoney aery frecly.
They will go tomorr1w,
If yo.u have two cats and one of them has
-been_poisoned,
would it be rieht to say :

R

whatis dead, ? whichis deid r or wno is itead, ?
Itere is a story :
on the way. t6 the office in An automobitre in
the,morning,-it was neiissary tot put on the braha
sua,&enty oeca,use a tnan was in the road,,
To what questions, then, might these be the

answers :
l. Because a man was

?

: Why_put such a foolish question ?
W. Anymaz
Mrs.,
Anywoma,n: Then was the autofoobile in
the morning_?_ Didn,t you say that ?
Mr. Anyman:-My good ioman,' ha.,re you no
sense

?

Mrs- Anyaoman : would it not have been better
to- put on the brake slowly ?
JVfr. Anyman : If. the man wai in the road, ?
Mry. A.nywoma,n .- But wasn,t he putting on the
,

brake ?
!I_r. Anyrnaz .. fsn't it clear there were two men
Mrs. Anyuoma,n : Then why not sav so ?

?

Mr.. Anyman : Why not ? -But is tLere a , y,
in ,hnot

?

;,
1

For this use

ot,

torsee page reE.

WOITD-F'ORMS

, ll/ith the 850 words, and a knowledge
odly of the forms which have so far been
used, 'a surprising number of statements

in the road.

2. On the way to the office.
3. In an automobile.
4. Suddenly.
5. In the morning.
6. The brake.
7. A man.
Ivrrs. Anywoman: was there an office in the
automobile

r. OTHER

are now possible, and aR even greater num-

bei would be quite clear to every reader.
i$
Ii
il

ThiS is because the other forms are chiefly
designed to make things go more smoothly.
A rough idea of the sense may be got with-

out learning them; and most of the expanof the senses of the word.s are quite

sions

{

natural developments when taken in
connection with the rest of a statement.
Let us go back to the example on page
52 and put the nearest form about which
we are certain in the place of any word
which we have not come across so far :

" The camera-man who *nahe an attempt to
take a rtoab picture of the society women before
they get they hats off, do not get off the ship,
',
till he was question . "
There is no doubt ttrat the story,'i5 all
in past time, so the sense is clear even here.
It is only necess ary to get the right time.

7Q
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